Three experiments examined the effects of using informative verbal and pictorial cues on participants' abilities to perform visual search. By providing participants with more time to encode the cues than had been used previously, all three experiments revealed long-lasting pictorially cued search advantages that stabilized over time. Experiments 1 and 3 demonstrated that searching for changing targets with pictorial cues was equivalent to searching for the same target over multiple trials in which target-switching costs would have been minimized. Experiment 3 additionally revealed that earlier evidence of pictorially cued search advantages was not due to inadequately equating the amount of information contained in the cues or uncertainty about when the search display would appear. Together, the data suggest that there are fundamental differences in the ability of participants to engage in visual search when the targets are identified with verbal, as opposed to pictorial, cues even when participants have sufficient time to fully encode the cues.
Introduction
Every day sighted individuals repeatedly engage in visual searches in which the object of their searches (i.e. the target) can change from search to search. For example, upon finding their keys a police officer might begin looking for their phone, glasses, or car. Quite often, information from others dictates what the targets of one's searches will be (e.g. the officer is told by their superior to search for a particular suspect). Depending on the situation, searchers can receive qualitatively different types of information (i.e. cues) about the identity of these externally determined targets. For example, whereas one officer might receive a verbal description (i.e. a verbal cue) of a suspect, another officer might be shown a sketch or photograph (i.e. pictorial cue) of the suspect. Although previous studies have demonstrated that the information contained in qualitatively different cues can be transformed into equivalent mental representations in recognition (e.g. Posner & Keele, 1967) and attentional capture tasks (e.g. Soto & Humphreys, 2007) , it is unclear whether this information can be so transformed for more complex visual search tasks (e.g. Wolfe et al., 2004) .
Resolving these questions concerning the representational nature of the codes used by visual search processes could additionally have important implications for the information we provide others about targets of critical searches (e.g. when searching for a criminal suspect or a loved one's favorite product). In three experiments we examined how these qualitatively different types of cues can affect visual search.
Cuing effects on search processes
It has long been known that people perform better in recognition (e.g. Carr et al., 1982) and visual search tasks (e.g. Green & Anderson, 1956 ) when a cue informs them about what they are supposed to find or recognize. In many studies investigating how verbal and pictorial cues affect recognition (e.g. Nielsen & Smith, 1973) and search (e.g. Wolfe et al., 2004) , there have been strong performance advantages with pictorial, as opposed to verbal cues. Other studies, however, have demonstrated that equivalent performance is possible with qualitatively different cues in a wide range of tasks exploring the processes underlying visual search (e.g. recognition: Posner et al., 1969; identification: Cooper & Shepard, 1973; and guidance: Soto & Humphreys, 2007) and in tasks exploring visual search (Anderson, Heinke, & Humphreys, 2010) .
In a series of sequential masking tasks (Posner & Keele, 1967; Posner et al., 1969) , participants had to judge whether two letters matched (i.e. shared the same name). Matches could occur at an abstract level only (e.g. a visually presented comparison ''A'' is matched to a visually presented sample cue ''a'' or an auditorily presented sample cue ''A'') or at both the abstract and physical levels (e.g. a visually presented comparison ''A'' is matched to a visually presented sample cue ''A''). Although performance was generally better with physical matches than with abstract matches, these differences decreased as participants were given more time to encode the cues. With enough time (i.e. between 1 and 2 s), performance was equivalent for both physical and abstract matches.
In a similar task, Cooper and Shepard (1973) had participants judge whether or not rotated letters appeared in their canonical orientation (i.e. ''R'') or backwards (i.e. the mirror image of ''R''). Before making the judgment, participants were given information about which letter would appear and its degree of rotation. When the information about the letter's identity and orientation were combined into a single cue by using a canonically oriented and appropriately rotated letter cue, participants' reaction times did not vary as a function of the degree of rotation. However, when the information about the letter's identity and the degree of rotation was presented as separate cues by using a canonically oriented letter and an arrow indicating the degree of rotation, response times generally varied as a function of the degree of rotation. Importantly, the authors varied the time that participants had to encode the cues. When participants had 1000 ms to encode the cues, response times (RTs) were identical with both cue types. These data suggest that, with enough time, participants are capable of transforming the information contained in qualitatively different cues into equivalent mental representations.
Although processes involved in recognition and identification are necessary to complete visual search, processes involved in stimulus selection are also important. In several models of visual attention, including contour detector theory of visual attention (Logan, 1996) and guided search (Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel, 1989; and Wolfe, 1994) , known features (see Treisman & Gelade, 1980) of a target can be used to appropriately weight stimulus-driven signals guiding attention to select likely targets. Consistent with these models, recent evidence suggests that holding information in working memory automatically weights stimulus features to guide attention (e.g. Olivers, Meijer, & Theeuwes, 2006) . Importantly, Soto and Humphreys (2007) found equivalent guidance from working with both verbal and pictorial materials.
In Soto and Humphreys' (2007) experiments, participants searched for targets that were contained in colored objects. Prior to the onset of the search display, participants were shown either a picture or a verbal description of a colored object which they needed either to remember or verbally identify. Although participants were aware that the object to be remembered or identified would never contain the target (i.e. the object, if present in the search display would serve as a distractor), trials in which these objects appeared in the search display were completed more slowly than neutral trials in which the objects did not appear. Importantly, the attentional capture was the same for both pictorial and verbal cues. Given these results, it seems possible that information gleaned from verbal and pictorial cues could be appropriately transformed allowing for equivalent performance in visual search tasks in which the information identifies the targets.
Assessing cuing effects
When investigating how qualitatively different cues affect visual search processes, it is important that the target changes from trial to trial and is not identifiable by the presence of a featural singleton. If the target did not vary from trial to trial, participants could conceivably ignore the cues once they have formed an optimal mental representation of the unchanging target. Furthermore, effects of repetition priming could potentially obscure cuing effects (Wolfe et al., 2004) . Finally, if the target were identifiable by the presence of a featural singleton, pop-out effects (Treisman, 1988) might also obscure cuing effects.
It is also crucially important, when assessing cuing effects to vary the time that participants have to encode the cues (see Posner, 1980) . Without varying this time, any identified performance differences might reflect differences in the time needed to encode the cues, as opposed to differences in search processes.
Avoiding these potential pitfalls, Wolfe et al. (2004) examined how qualitatively different cues affect visual search. In Experiments 1 and 2, Wolfe et al. gave participants varying amounts of time to encode informative verbal (i.e. written descriptions of the targets) and pictorial cues (i.e. a picture of the target) by manipulating the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the cue and search display. At the longest delays tested (i.e. 800 ms), search performance, as measured by RT, was significantly better with pictorial, as opposed to verbal cues. As described above and as mentioned by Wolfe et al., this cuing effect could indicate that participants needed more time to encode the cues or that pictorial cues result in superior search performance after the cues have been fully encoded. The first possibility was supported by identical search slopes (i.e. the increase in the amount of time spent searching or errors made in the presence of an additional distractor) with both cue types that did not vary over SOA. This lack of variation in slopes suggests that cue-type has no effect on active search processes once the cues had been fully encoded and that the observed differences reflected differences in how fully participants were able to encode the cues before the onset of the search display (alternatively see Becker & Horstmann, 2009 for a discussion about how active search can be affected without effects on slopes).
Further supporting the possibility that participants did not have enough time to finish encoding the cues before the onset of the search display are the results of other studies showing equivalent performance with qualitatively different cues (i.e. Anderson, Heinke, & Humphreys, 2010; Cooper & Shepard, 1973; Posner & Keele, 1967; Posner et al., 1969; Soto & Humphreys, 2007) . Importantly, in each of these studies, performance equivalence was observed only when participants had more time to encode the cues than the 800 ms maximum SOA that Wolfe et al. (2004) used. Thus it remains unclear whether the advantage of pictorially cued searches identified by Wolfe et al. (2004) at 800 ms reflects differences in processes governing stimulus encoding or differences in post-encoding processes.
Three experiments were conducted to resolve these questions by using SOAs up to eight times longer than the longest used by Wolfe et al. (2004) . Previewing the results, we found that the performance advantages with pictorial cues identified by Wolfe et al. stabilized after 1600 ms and remained significant at the longest SOAs. Thus, contrary to the predictions one might make given the evidence suggesting equivalent performance is possible once encoding is complete (e.g. Anderson, Heinke, & Humphreys, 2010; Soto & Humphreys, 2007) , these long-lasting performance advantages for pictorially cued visual searches appear to reflect differences in post-encoding processes. Additionally, by more closely equating the amount of information contained in both cue types and holding preparation intervals constant over blocks of trials, we found that the pictorially cued advantage was not due to greater information availability with pictorial cues or to a greater ability to use pictorial cues under conditions in which there was uncertainty about when the search display would appear.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 conceptually replicated several experiments by Wolfe et al. (2004) and utilized the basic design for each of our subsequent experiments. In the basic task participants searched for a target bar of a particular color, orientation, and size in the presence of similarly colored, oriented, and sized distractors. The targets varied from trial to trial and were present in half of the trials. Near the beginning of each trial, either a pictorial or verbal cue alerted participants to the target's identity. The time participants had to encode the cues before the onset of the search display varied in order to measure the time course of encoding processes. Baseline conditions were additionally included to assess participants' abilities to complete their searches under both optimal and extremely difficult circumstances. Importantly, SOAs greater than the 800 ms maximum used by Wolfe et al. were used to address questions about the time needed to encode qualitatively different cues and the equivalence of effects on post-encoding processes.
Methods

Participants
Twenty-six undergraduate students from Washington University in St. Louis participated in the hour-long experiment in exchange for course credit. Data from one participant were discarded for abnormally high error rates (i.e. 34%) which were more than two standard deviations above the mean (M = 8.8%; SD = 6.2%). Data from an additional participant who quit the experiment mid-way through were also discarded. All participants were naïve as to the purposes of the experiment and had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli
An imaginary 5 Â 5 grid was used to position all of the experimental stimuli. The centers of each cell of the grid were 5°from their nearest neighbors. The middle three cells of the center row were reserved for the cues to avoid the possibility that the search display would mask the cue, or vice versa. The search stimuli were randomly positioned at the centers of the remaining cells with up to 0.6°of jitter horizontally and vertically (see Fig. 1 for an example of the stimuli and sequence of events).
The search display contained 6, 12, or 18 rectangular bars of different colors (i.e. red or green), orientations (i.e. aligned vertically or horizontally), and sizes (i.e. big: 4.0°Â 0.5°or small: 2.0°Â 0.2°). The target and all distractors matched on one of these dimensions and varied on the other two dimensions in such a way that the target stimulus matched all distractor stimuli on two dimensions and the two types of distractors matched each other on one dimension. For example, a big, red, horizontal target could have appeared amongst big, green, horizontal and small red, horizontal, distractors. In target-absent search displays, there were an equal number of both distractors. In target-present search displays, one of the distractors was replaced with the target.
The informative cues, as well as the target and distractor stimuli, were designed to closely match those used by Wolfe et al. (2004) . Additionally, uninformative cues were used to provide a baseline in order to determine how well participants were able use the informative cues. Informative pictorial cues consisted of an exact replica of the target stimulus (e.g. a small, red, vertical, bar) while uninformative pictorial cues always consisted of a medium (i.e. 3.0°Â 0.3°), white bar tilted at 45°. Verbal cues consisted of two strings of letters. With informative verbal cues, these strings identified the attributes of the target that distinguished the target from the distractors (e.g. ''BIG RED'' when all search display stimuli were identically oriented). The following descriptors were used for the identifying verbal cues: ''BIG,'' ''SMALL,'' ''RED,'' ''GREEN,'' ''HORIZONTAL,'' and ''VERTICAL.'' The uninformative verbal cue consisted of two strings of Xs (i.e. ''XXXX XXXXX''). The shortest verbal cue (i.e. ''BIG RED'') subtended 3.0°Â 0.4°while the longest verbal cues (i.e. ''SMALL HORIZONTAL'' and ''GREEN HORIZONTAL) subtended 7.0°Â 0.4°.
Procedure
Each trial began with the presentation of a blank black screen for 500 ms. After the blank screen, either a pictorial or verbal cue was presented at the center of the screen for 50 ms. Separating the onsets of the cue and search displays was one of seven SOAs (50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 ms). For the test trials and the best baseline condition (see Section 2.1.4), the search display was presented until the participants responded or 2000 ms elapsed. For the worst baseline condition, participants were given twice the amount of time to respond due to the increased difficulty of finding an unknown target amongst similar distractors. Thus, in the worst baseline condition, the search display was presented until the participants responded or 4000 ms elapsed. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. Half of the participants were instructed to press the 'z' key on the computer keyboard when they detected the target and the '/' key when they did not. This key mapping was reversed for the other participants. Immediately after the termination of the search display, textual feedback informed participants about whether or not they made an error. Unique messages were provided for correct responses, misses, false alarms, missing responses, and unusual responses in which participants pressed some key other than those used to indicate target-presence or absence. If participants missed a target, the target was redisplayed in the position in which it appeared during the search. On any trials in which an error was made, a 1000 ms 1000 Hz tone was presented concurrently with the textual error message.
Design
Each participant received instructions that detailed the basic methods of the experiment and stressed the importance of speeded accurate responses. Additionally, participants were encouraged to focus on the center of the screen until the onset of the search display after which time they could feel free to move their eyes to help them find the target. After participants indicated they understood their task and had any questions answered, they completed 9-10 blocks of 84 trials. Each block of 84 trials formed a complete 2 Â 2 Â 3 Â 7 repeated measures design (i.e. cue-type, target-presence, display-size, and SOA) and were randomly ordered for each participant. In the first block, the target varied from trial to trial and participants were provided informative cues. This first block was provided to familiarize the participants with the task and was excluded from analysis. After the first block participants were again given the opportunity to ask any lingering questions.
A second block was provided to compare performance with different cues for changing targets against performance in which an optimal representation of a non-changing target could be honed over multiple trials. In this best baseline block the target was randomly selected for each participant and remained constant from trial to trial. Additionally, eighteen participants, completed an additional challenging baseline block in which the cues were uninformative and the target changed from trial to trial. To successfully complete this condition, participants needed to identify that one of the objects in the display was unique or that there were three different types of objects within the search display. This worst Fig. 2 . The cue-type by SOA interactions for all three experiments. Dashed and solid lines indicate performance with verbal and pictorial cues, respectively. Filled and empty symbols represent target-present and -absent trials, respectively. The darkest and lightest shaded areas represent 95% within-subjects confidence intervals for best baseline performance on target-present and -absent trials, respectively. The intermediately shaded dark areas reflect overlap between these two conditions. baseline condition was provided to compare performance with informative cues against performance when such preparations would have been impossible.
After the baseline blocks, seven blocks of test trials were presented. In the test trials, targets varied from trial to trial, and cues provided information about the identity of the target. Between blocks, participants were free to take breaks before resuming the experiment.
Results and discussion
Results from this experiment are shown in the left-most column of Fig. 2 . Error rates and median correct RTs from the test trials were analyzed using identical four-factor (i.e. cue-type Â displaysize Â target-presence Â SOA) repeated measures ANOVAs. All statistically and theoretically significant effects and interactions are reported. The best baseline condition was used to construct 95% within-subjects confidence intervals (see Jarmasz & Hollands, 2009) for target-present and -absent trials at each preparation interval to compare against search performance for changing targets with different cue types. Data from the worst baseline conditions can be obtained by contacting the first author. These data were not plotted in the graph showing RTs because the 95% confidence intervals fell outside of the plotting area and would have made visual inspection of the data unnecessarily difficult. The worst baselines were omitted from the other graphs due to considerable overlap between the effects and interactions of interest and the worst baselines which tended to obfuscate the important results.
Effects on encoding processes
RTs and accuracy for pictorial and verbally cued trials converged with increasing encoding time (RTs: F(6, 138) = 11.64, decreased. Throughout the range of SOAs, performance on pictorially cued target-present and -absent trials generally fell within the corresponding 95% within-subject's best baseline CIs. Importantly these data suggest that searches for changing targets with appropriate pictorial cues are equivalent to repeatedly searching for the same target. When the shortest encoding intervals are considered, these data also suggest the initial decreases in RTs for pictorially cued trials are primarily due to increases in readiness, as opposed to the time it takes to encode the cues. Follow-up t-tests were used to clarify the convergence between pictorially and verbally cued trials. These tests revealed that pictorially cued searches were completed more accurately for SOAs up to and including 800 ms (p's < .05), but equally accurately thereafter (p's > .05). Importantly, these tests also revealed that pictorially cued searches were completed faster than verbally cued searches at each preparation interval (p's < .001). Thus, even at the longest SOA, which was four times that used by Wolfe et al. (2004) , there was a pictorially cued advantage.
Effects on search processes
Traditionally, differences in search slopes (i.e. the increase in RT or errors in the presence of an additional distractor) are thought to reflect changes in mechanisms engaged during active searching (e.g. processes related to directing attention or rejecting distractors; see Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . Showing the typical pattern for guided searches, the increases in RTs with additional distractors (F(2, 46) Rensink & Enns, 1995) . Although these data could reflect a speed-accuracy tradeoff also present in the main effects of target presence in RTs (F(1, 23) = 97.64, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.81) and accuracy (F(1, 23) = 14.17, p < .01, partial g 2 = 0.38), they could also reflect the use of an optimal criterion for distinguishing targets from distractors that minimized overall error rates (see Zenger & Fahle, 1997) . Importantly, the slopes did not vary as a function of cue-type in any of the interactions involving display-size and cue-type in RTs or accuracy (all p's > .05). The lack of cue-type and display-size interactions suggests that active search mechanisms were unaffected by cue-type. Instead the observed RT advantage for pictorially cued trials could reflect cue-type effects on pre-or post-search processes (e.g. initiating the search or response selection).
Experiment 2
Although the results of Experiment 1 demonstrated performance advantages for pictorially cued trials that lasted at least four times longer than previously identified (Wolfe et al., 2004) , the observed RT advantages numerically decreased throughout the entire range of SOAs. Thus, it is possible that participants could have benefited from additional encoding time. If the remaining differences in RTs at 3200 ms reflected incomplete encoding at the onset of the search display, additional encoding time might eliminate this remaining advantage. The present experiment addresses this possibility by providing participants with preparation intervals up to eight times longer than the longest used by Wolfe et al. and up to twice as long as the longest in Experiment 1 (i.e. 6400 ms).
Methods
Only the differences between the methods in the present experiment and Experiment 1 are noted.
Participants
Twenty-four undergraduate students from Washington University in St. Louis participated in the hour-long experiment in exchange for course credit. Data from one participant were discarded for abnormally high error rates (i.e. 25%) which were more than two standard deviations above the mean (M = 7.9%; SD = 4.4%). All participants were naïve as to the purposes of the experiment and had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli, procedure, and design
In addition to the seven SOAs used in the first experiment, an additional SOA of 6400 ms was used. Additionally, there were no worst or best baseline conditions. Because there was no worst baseline condition, only informative cues were used.
Each participant received eight blocks of 96 trials. The 96 trials formed a complete 2 Â 2 Â 3 Â 8 repeated measures design (i.e. cue-type, target-presence, display-size, and SOA) and were randomly ordered for each block. The first block was considered practice and was excluded from later analysis.
Results and discussion
Results from this experiment are shown in the second column of Fig. 2 . Analyses were conducted on error rates and median correct RTs using identical four-factor (i.e. cue-type Â displaysize Â target-presence Â SOA) repeated measures ANOVAs. Again, only statistically or theoretically significant effects and interactions are presented.
Effects on encoding processes
Replicating the results from Experiment 1, RTs and accuracy for pictorial and verbally cued trials converged with increasing encoding time (RTs: F(7, 154) = 17.89, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.45; and accuracy: F(7, 154) = 3.68, p < .01, partial g 2 = 0.14). Thus the pictorially cued search advantages in RTs (F(1, 22) Follow-up analyses revealed some important characteristics of the cue-type by SOA interaction that appear to resolve the uncertainty about whether participants had enough time to finish encoding the verbal cues in Experiment 1. Even with 6400 ms of encoding time, pictorially cued searches remained significantly faster (t(22) = 2.99, p < .05, Cohen's d = 0.36). As in Experiment 1, t-tests revealed that error rates for pictorially and verbally cued searches were indistinguishable from one another beyond 800 ms (p's > .05). This 800 ms SOA, beyond which error rates were statistically equivalent for differentially cued searches, also reflects a point beyond which changes in RTs appear to have qualitatively changed. Specifically, beyond 800 ms the RTs numerically increased.
To investigate these apparent changes, the data were re-analyzed using a two-factor (i.e. SOA Â cue-type) repeated measures ANOVAs separately for SOAs less than or equal to 800 ms and for SOAs greater than 800 ms. In both analyses, searches were completed faster and more accurately with pictorial cues (all p's < .05). Importantly, although the pictorially cued RT advantages decreased over the shorter SOAs (F(4, 88) = 10.05, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.31), the pictorially cued advantages in RTs remained constant over the longer SOAs (p's > .05) even though overall RTs increased over the interval (F(2, 44) = 12.83, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.37). The pattern of initially decreasing, but eventually stabilized, pictorially cued advantages suggests that verbal cues took more time to encode; that encoding completed within about 800 ms; and, most importantly, that cue-type differences remained even after encoding completed.
Effects on search processes
Again showing the typical pattern for guided searches, the increases in RTs with additional distractors (F(2, 44) = 209.73, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.91) were greater for target-absent searches (F(2, 44) = 45.86, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.68) and the increases in error rates (F(2, 44) = 27.78, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.56) were greater for target-present searches (F(2, 44) = 8.08, p < .01, partial g 2 = 0.27). As previously mentioned, these data could reflect a speed-accuracy trade-off also present in the main effects of target presence in RTs (F(1, 22) = 123.94, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.85) and accuracy (F(1, 22) = 12.78, p < .01, partial g 2 = 0.37), or they could also reflect the use of an optimal criterion for distinguishing targets from distractors that minimized overall error rates (Zenger & Fahle, 1997) .
Importantly, the search slopes did not vary as a function of cuetype in any of the interactions involving display-size and cue-type in RTs or accuracy (all p's > .05). The lack of cue-type and displaysize interactions again suggests that active search mechanisms were unaffected by cue-type. Interestingly, however, there were greater effects of target-presence on RTs for pictorially cued trials (F(1, 22) = 6.37, p < .05, partial g 2 = 0.22). In guided searches, differential effects of target-presence across conditions are often interpreted as indicative of differential guidance processes (see Treisman & Gelade, 1980) , with larger effects of target-presence reflecting more efficient searches. This interpretation, however, is tenuous given the equivalence of slopes when one would predict smaller slopes for the pictorially cued trials if those trials resulted in more efficient searches. Alternatively, this interaction might reflect effects on post-encoding processes unrelated to active searching (e.g. initiating the search or response selection). These possibilities will be revisited in Section 5.
Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 resolved the ambiguity present in the results of Wolfe et al. (2004) by showing long-lasting stable performance advantages for pictorially cued visual searches. Although this difference suggests that there are fundamental differences in peoples' abilities to complete their searches after qualitatively different cues have been fully encoded, limitations of the previous experiments suggest two potential alternative explanations which this experiment was designed to evaluate.
The first explanation for the advantage of pictorial cues at the longest SOAs concerns the types of verbal cues used in both our previous experiments and those of Wolfe et al. (2004) . In those experiments, informative verbal cues never completely specified the identity of the target object. The pictorial cues, however, always completely identified the target. For example, when the target was a big, red, horizontal bar amongst big, green, horizontal, and small, red, horizontal distractors, the verbal cue only specified big and red, while the pictorial cue showed a big, red, horizontal bar. Although providing information about the third, non-varying dimension was not necessary for distinguishing the target from distractors, the lack of this information for verbally cued trials might have precluded the possibility of participants transforming the relatively impoverished verbal information into a mental representation that was functionally equivalent to a richer pictorially cued representation. Consistent with this possibility, Anderson, Heinke, and Humphreys (2010) reported equivalent effects of pictorially and verbally cued searches when both types of cues were better equated for informational content. The present experiment addressed this possibility by using verbal cues that better matched the information contained in the pictorial cues by completely specifying the features that identified the target stimulus.
The second explanation is related to the uncertainty participants had about when the search display would appear in both the previous two experiments and those of Wolfe et al. (2004) . This uncertainty necessarily arose because the SOA varied randomly from trial to trial. Typically, participants perform better when they know when an imperative stimulus will appear (see Niemi & Näätänen, 1981) . Although, this uncertainty should have been equivalent for both types of cues, differences in the attentional resources needed to encode the cues might have made it more difficult for participants to track the passage of time (see Brown & Boltz, 2002; or Steinborn & Langner, 2011) in the verbally-cued condition. This could have led to greater uncertainty about when the search display would appear and, therefore, delayed how quickly the search could be initiated when verbal cues identified the target. This type of effect could have produced the pictorially cued advantage in RTs without affecting slopes. If, alternatively, participants rushed encoding processes to improve the speed with which they could respond to the imperative stimuli, the pictorially cued advantage would be expected to affect the slopes as well. The present experiment addressed this possibility by manipulating participants' certainty about when the search display would appear. Specifically, SOA varied randomly from trial to trial in some blocks and was held constant in others.
Methods
Participants
Twenty-four undergraduate students from Washington University in St. Louis participated in the hour-long experiment in exchange for course credit. Data from one participant were discarded for abnormally high error rates (i.e. 16.2%) which were more than two standard deviations above the mean (Mean: 9.4%; SD: 3.3%). Data from an additional participant were also discarded because they failed to complete the experiment. All participants were naïve as to the purposes of the experiment and had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli and procedure
The only differences between the current stimuli and those used in the two previous experiments was the use of verbal cues that more completely identified the targets (e.g. ''BIG RED HORI-ZONTAL'') and the elimination of display-size 12.
In the certain condition, the SOA remained constant for a block of trials. In the uncertain condition, the SOA varied from trial to trial. There was also no baseline worst condition.
Design
Each participant received 17 blocks of 56 trials. Except where otherwise noted, each block of 56 trials formed a randomly ordered, complete 2 Â 2 Â 2 Â 7 repeated measures design (i.e. cuetype, target-presence, display-size, and SOA). Prior to each block, participants were informed about what SOAs would be used in the block. For the uncertain condition, participants were told that the SOA would vary from trial to trial. For the certain condition, participants were told which SOA would be used throughout the block.
The first block was considered practice and excluded from later analyses. A single target, which was randomly selected for each participant, was used throughout the second and third blocks which served as baselines for the uncertain and certain conditions, respectively. The certain baseline condition was subdivided into seven sets of eight trials which formed eight complete repeated measures designs of the factors other than SOA. Within a set, SOAs were constant and the other conditions were randomly ordered. With each set, the SOA used increased from 50 to 3200 ms and participants were informed about which SOA would be used before each set.
After the baseline conditions, participants received 14 blocks of test trials in which the target again varied from trial to trial. Half of the participants received 7 blocks in the uncertain condition followed by 7 blocks in the certain condition; the other participants received the opposite order. In the certain condition, each block used a single SOA and contained a random ordering of seven replications of the complete repeated measures design involving the factors besides SOA. Each of the blocks in the certain condition used a different SOA and the order of SOAs across blocks was randomly determined for each participant.
Results and discussion
Results from this experiment are shown in the third (certain condition) and fourth (uncertain condition) columns of Fig. 2 . Error rates and median correct RTs for test trials were analyzed using identical five-factor (i.e. cue-type Â display-size Â target-presence Â SOA Â certainty) repeated measures ANOVAs. Only statistically or theoretically significant effects and interactions are presented.
Effects of certainty
Ruling out the possibility that the previously observed pictorial cue advantages were due to participants' certainty about when the search display would appear, there were neither main effects of certainty nor any interactions involving cue-type and certainty (p's > .05). Certainty did interact with other variables in RTs including the certainty by target-presence interaction (F(1, 21) = 7.87, p < .05, partial g 2 = 0.27), the certainty by SOA interaction (F(6, 126) = 4.55, p < .001, partial g 2 = 0.18), and the certainty by display-size by SOA interaction (F(6, 126) = 3.68, p < .01, partial g 2 = 0.15) which modified the display-size by SOA interaction (F(6, 126) = 2.83, p < .05, partial g 2 = 0.12). As none of these interactions with variables other than cue-type bear on the primary questions related to cue-type effects on search performance, they will not be discussed further.
Effects on encoding processes
Again, RTs and accuracy for pictorial and verbally cued trials converged with increasing encoding time (RTs: F(6, 126) = 37.54, SOAs, performance on pictorially cued target-present and -absent trials generally fell within or below the corresponding 95% within-subject's best baseline CIs. Importantly these data suggest that searches for changing targets with appropriate pictorial cues is equivalent to or better than repeatedly searching for the same target.
Once again follow-up two-factor (i.e. display-size Â cue-type) repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted separately for SOAs less than or equal to 800 ms and for SOAs greater than 800 ms. As in Experiment 2, both analyses revealed that searches were completed faster and more accurately with pictorial cues (all p's < .05). not found in the later SOAs (p's > .05) indicating that the pictorially cued advantages present at the longer SOAs reflect stable advantages once the cues had been fully encoded. Because the two cue types were more closely equated in terms of information they provided about the target, these remaining differences cannot be attributed to the relative paucity of information contained by verbal cues in previous experiments.
Effects on search processes
Again showing the typical pattern for guided searches, the increases in RTs with additional distractors (F(1, 21) = 384.78, flect the use of an optimal criterion for distinguishing targets from distractors that minimized overall error rates (Zenger & Fahle, 1997 only does the cue-type manipulation affect processes unrelated to active searching (e.g. encoding or response selection), it can also affect processes involved in active searching (e.g. guiding attention or distractor rejection) that affect slopes. These effects on slopes, unambiguously implicate fundamental differences in visual searches with qualitatively different types of cues. Why then, were both of these effects only found in the present experiment? One possibility is that the previous experiments lacked sufficient power to detect interactions between cue-type and display-size. This possibility was supported in an analysis of the combined data from all three experiments, which follows.
Combined analysis: effects on search processes
RT and error rate data from all three experiments were entered into two final identical four-factor (i.e. cue-type Â displaysize Â target-presence Â SOA) repeated measures ANOVAs. Only data from display-sizes 6 and 18 were included as Experiment 3 did not include the intermediate display size. Additionally, only the SOAs common to all of the experiments were include (i.e. not 6400 ms which was only used in Experiment 2). As certainty did not interact with cue-type in Experiment 3, data were collapsed over this factor. Because this analysis was conducted to clarify whether or not cue-type affects active search processes, only the significant interaction involving cue-type and display-size is discussed here. Crucially, slopes in RTs were significantly smaller for pictorially cued trials (F(1, 68) = 4.02, p < .05, g 2 = 0.06) and indicate more efficient searching with pictorial cues. Given the small effect-size, it is not surprising that this interaction would not have reached significance in the earlier analyses.
General discussion
Previous research has indicated that participants can encode both pictorial and verbal information into functionally equivalent mental representations for a variety of tasks probing the processes subserving visual search (e.g. recognition, Posner & Keele, 1967; and guidance Soto & Humphreys, 2007) . However, in a recent set of experiments exploring participants' abilities to utilize information contained in pictorial and verbal cues to prepare for an upcoming visual search (Wolfe et al., 2004) , participants were always better at completing their searches when they received pictorial cues. Importantly, in these experiments participants were maximally given 800 ms to encode the cues before the onset of the search display. As Wolfe et al. (2004) indicated, the pictorially cued search advantages might have disappeared if the participants had additional time to encode the cues. This possibility seemed especially likely given that other demonstrated functional equivalencies with qualitatively different cues occurred with encoding times beyond 800 ms. Thus, the previously identified pictorially cued search advantages identified by Wolfe et al. might have been artifacts of differential encoding rates as opposed to evidence of post-encoding differences.
Results from the current experiments suggest that the differences identified by Wolfe et al. (2004) were not artifactual and instead reveal differences in the mental representations of the encoded verbal and pictorial cues. The first line of evidence supporting this conclusion is the long-lived nature of the pictorially cued search advantage. Even with eight times more encoding time (i.e. 6400 ms) than the maximum used by Wolfe et al., pictorially cued searches were completed faster than their verbally cued counterparts. Thus, at least for visual searches for fairly simplistic conjunctions, participants are better able to use information contained in pictorial cues. Additional research could clarify whether this phenomenon is generalizable to the more ecologically valid searches described in the introduction.
A second line of evidence comes from comparing search performance during the test trials when targets changed from trial to trial to performance during the best baseline conditions in which the target remained the same from trial to trial. Throughout the range of SOAs for which we had baseline measurements, performance during test trial searches with pictorial cues overlapped considerably with the corresponding best baseline searches. Test trial searches with verbal cues, however, never reached equivalence with performance in the best baseline trials.
Additional evidence comes from the changing pictorially cued search advantages with additional encoding time. Over the first 800 ms, large pictorially cued search advantages in both RTs and error rates decreased. Thus, within the first 800 ms, participants were better able to use the information contained in verbal cues with additional encoding time. After the first 800 ms, however, the remaining advantages stabilized. These remaining, stable advantages beyond 800 ms support the conclusion that the observed pictorially cued search advantages at the longest SOAs reflect differences in post-encoding processes (e.g. guidance or response selection).
This evidence also illustrates the importance of providing participants with enough time to differentiate between effects on encoding and effects on post-encoding processes. Given the previous findings of functionally equivalent mental representations of pictures and word occurred with more than 800 ms and the current results showing stabilized cue-type effects beyond 800 ms, it would seem prudent for future investigations into these types of post-encoding cuing effects to provide at least 800 ms of encoding time.
Despite this strong evidence of post-encoding cue-type effects, two alternative explanations might have accounted for the pictorially cued search advantages present at the longest SOAs. Experiment 3, however, ruled out these potential explanations and provides additional support for the conclusion that when maximally prepared, pictorial cues result in better performance. One explanation is related to the uncertainty that participants had about when the search display would appear. Typically, participants perform best when they know when stimuli requiring a response (i.e. the imperative stimuli) will appear (Niemi & Näätänen, 1981) . Given that greater attentional demand make it more difficult to track time and respond to imperative stimuli (e.g. Brown & Boltz, 2002; or Steinborn & Langner, 2011) , any increased attentional demands related to encoding the verbal cues could have precluded the participants from performing their best. However, even when certainty was maximized by holding SOAs constant throughout blocks of trials, the pictorially cued advantages remained and were identical to the corresponding advantages when the SOAs varied from trial to trial.
The other refuted explanation relates to the differences in the amount of information contained in the verbal and pictorial cues. Although previous pictorial cues have always completely identified the target, the verbal cues did not. Supporting this possibility were the later experiments of Wolfe et al. (2004) that revealed that more informative pictorial cues resulted in better search performance. Additionally, when Anderson, Heinke, and Humphreys (2010) more closely equated the information contained in their verbal and pictorial cues they observed equivalent search performance with both types of cues. Thus, the remaining pictorially cued search advantages could have been an artifact of the amount of information conveyed by the different cues. Ruling out this possibility, the pictorially cued search advantages remained even with more closely equated verbal and pictorial trials.
While the current experiments clearly indicate that verbal and pictorial cues differentially affect post-encoding search processes, individual experiments provided conflicting evidence about which processes were affected by the cue-type differences. Experiments 1 and 2 replicated Wolfe et al.'s (2004) intriguing finding of equivalent slopes with both types of cues. The equivalence in slopes coupled with non-equivalence in the raw RTs suggests that the effects of cue-type might primarily have been on processes unrelated to ongoing search (e.g. search initiation, termination, or response selection). Alternatively, however, the significant interaction between cue-type and display-size in Experiment 3, showing more efficient searches with pictorial cues, suggests that ongoing search processes (e.g. distractor rejection or stimulus selection) might also have been differentially affected by cue type. To clarify whether active search processes were affected, a combined analysis of data from all three experiments revealed a small but significant interaction between cue-type and display-size that revealed that pictorially cued searches were more efficient than their verbally cued counterparts.
The seemingly conflicting results of the present experiments and earlier ones in which pictorial and verbal cues produced equivalent search performance (Anderson, Heinke, & Humphreys, 2010; Soto & Humphreys, 2007) suggest an additional possibility for how different cue-types affect search processes. Specifically, feature integration theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980 ) provides a potential explanation for these apparently disparate results. According to feature integration theory, searches for targets defined by a unique conjunction of features takes place in two stages: an early, fast, preattentive stage related to texture segregation and figureground grouping, and a later, slower, focused attention stage related to directing attention to potential targets in a serial fashion. If differential cue-types primarily affect the slower attentional stage, these differences could be explained. In Soto and Humphreys' experiments both types of cues automatically captured attention suggesting effects on preattentive processes. Similarly, Anderson et al.'s cues identified a subset of the search stimuli that could contain the target. These types of cues would be most useful to preattentive processes responsible for segregating potential targets and distractors. In the current experiments and those of Wolfe et al. (2004) , however, the cues which uniquely identified the target object would be needed during the slower attentional stages to facilitate processes related to stimulus selection and identification. This possibility was supported in the present experiments in which slopes for pictorially cued trials were smaller than those for verbally cued trials. Given the small effect-size of this interaction, it is possible that the results of Wolfe et al. lacked sufficient power to uncover such effects. Future experiments in which eye-movements are monitored could be helpful in determining which search processes have been affected by cue-type differences or in revealing effects on active search processes when there are no effects present in search slopes (see Becker & Horstmann, 2009 ).
